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What is a micro-moment?



An intent-rich moment  
during which a consumer  

acts on a need.



What changed?



Time spent  
per session on 

mobile travel sites

Mobile web 
conversion rates 

for travel sites

-7%
+88%





What do consumers expect?



Be where I am.
Meet me in  
my moment.

Be relevant to me.
Let me  
take action.



Micro-moments for travelers



I-want-to-get-away.  
DREAMING

I-want-this-trip-to-be-perfect.  
RESEARCHING & VALIDATING

I-want-to-book-it.  
PURCHASING

I-want-to-make-the-most-of-it.  
EXPERIENCING

1.
2.
3.
4.



How does this change  
our marketing?



The consumer decision 
journey is no longer linear.

The moments are shorter  
and more immediate.

Brands must be present 
at each micro-moment.

Content should be customized 
for those micro-moments.

1.
2.
3.
4.



How to tap the moments:



1. 
Understand the questions. 



 2. 
Be where they are  

when they’re asking.



3. 
Figure out the best way  

to answer them.



I-want-to-get-away:  
Dreaming Moments



37% of travelers  
in the U.S. think about vacation 

planning once a month.



Understand the questions:



“Where are the best places  
to ski in the west?"



“Best places to go for  
a guys’ ski trip?”



“Where to go for winter  
family vacation?”



38% of non-branded searches 
came from mobile devices. 



Be where they are  
when they’re asking:



Search 
(GOOGLE & YOUTUBE)



Content 
optimization 



Find the best way to answer:



Rich



Highly visual



Inspiring









I-want-this-trip-to-be-perfect: 
Researching & Validating 

Moments



Mobile flight-related  
queries on Google.com are  

up 33% year over year



Mobile hotel queries  
are up 49%



Understand the questions:



“How far is it from Dallas to   
Santa Fe?”



“What does a lift ticket cost at 
Keystone?”



“When is the best time  
to go to Park City?”



Be where they are  
when they’re asking:



Search



Your owned 
channels



Third-party travel, 
ski/snowboard sites



Review sites



Find the best way to answer:



How-to’s



FAQ’s



Reviews



Testimonials







I-want-to-book-it:  
purchasing moments



46% of travelers who research 
on a mobile device make their 

final booking decision on 
mobile, but move to another 
device to make the booking.



Understand the questions:



Focus group



User test



Consider other 
transactional 

channels



Be where they are  
when they’re asking:



Your owned 
channels.



Find the best way to answer:



Reduce  
the friction









I-want-to-make-
the-most-of-it: 
experiencing 



Mobile queries per user from 
hotels grew 49% in 2015



Understand the questions:



“Hotels near me?”



“Restaurants open  
for breakfast in Sun Valley?”



“Events in Banff tonight?”



Be where they are  
when they’re asking:



Search



Local information 
sites



Email / App



Find the best way to answer:



Focus on local



Provide rich and 
informative



Make it easy  
to share







Questions?
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